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CHAPTER I

INTI~ODUCTION

Words, though a small unit of any language, are

the vehicle on which thou~hts are communicated. Words

represent ideas. Tf one,is to express and communicate

ideas, he needs facility in the use of words. This is

far too important a subject to be left to chance. It is

. the duty of every teacher to c\lltivate in students the

interest in vocabulary development which will carry

over through their lifetime. 1

~Qen to Teach Vocabulary

For too long, teachers have been concerned about

what the child is(doing to reading '\~hile ignoring what

reading was doing to the child. The mother watching

her small child begin th~ processes of walking, originat

ing with creeping on the ,floor, gradually pulling himself

up on the furni tu're, and fina'lly, the first step, is

amazed at his progress. She reassures him "and encour-

ages him to take( one step at a time, not to hurry. She

realizes each 's.tep mtlst be m~stered and young muscles

1Paul C.' Burns, Ifr1eans of Developing Vocabulary,"
EducatiQU LXXXV, (May, 1965) p. 533.

1
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1must be developed by practice and continued effort."

How is it then, that having recognized this need

for gradual development of a physical acti,vity, one

fails to apply this same phi.losopby to skill development

so intricate as that of reading? How is it that the

observer patiently awaits this physical development,

while in a mental process, provision is not made for each

step as it is reached by the individual child? What

reason can be given for assuring mastery of each

physical undertaking before going on to more complicated

endeavors, and then set the pace at which mental summits

are to be reached "by the establishment of intervals,"

or grades?2 Before children can develop a reading and

writing vocabulary, they must first develop ,a speaking

and listening vocabulary.3 "It goes without saying that

students need to read to learn since reading still is

the basic instructional device. But to be able to read
4to learn, a student must first learn to read."

!ihY T'each \Tocablllary?

Too often teachers assume the child.:ren know what

they are talking about. A first grade class was read the

lDonald E • Critchlow, IIEight Steps to Successful
Reading," ~tholic School Journal XLVII, (Janua.ry, 1967) p. 33.

2 Ibid •

3Virginia A. Graff, "Plenty of 1;Ilords," Elementarl
School Journal LXVIII, (October" ~967) p. 9.

~Marilyn Ca.rrol, "Designin13: an All-School Develop
mental Reading Program," Ca!ho1ic School'Journal LXVIII,
(February, ,1968) p. 30.
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story of the flight into Egypt and then told to draw a

picture of the story. One lj.ttle boy, whose father lA/aS

in the air force, knew very well what a flight was, as

could be seen by the large picture of an airplane which

occupied the center of the picture. Still more confusion

appeared when he drew a baby, a lady, and two men in

the picture. The teacher, upon inquiry, discovered

that the people were Jesus, Mary, Joseph, and Punches,

the pilot. That child had not only a flight, but even

a pilot for the journey!

vJby is it that many children pray, "Oh my God I

am pFirtly sorry for having a famiJ.y," or "pledge allegiance

to the flag and to the Republicans for which it stands,"

if it; is not because meanj.ngless vocabulary is being

t!iught?

Many children, especially in culturally disadvan-

taged areas, often have serious language difficulties

which must be corrected promptly.

Speech deficits plus a narrow range of experience,
are chj.efly responsible for the limited speaking and
reading voCabtllary of th.ese pupils. The children
need word-recognition skills, but they also need .
more words--and more meanings and shades of meaning
for these words--in their speaking and listening
repertoire. The acquisitions will lrad, one hopes,
to richer and more advanced reading.

~here to Teach-Vocabulary

vJhere to begin instructi on creates still another

·problem. Critchlow Stlggests that tf the level at which he

1Graff t "Plenty of Words" p. 10.
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should be instructed is one in which he does not know
·1

all the words, but he do es knO\v most of them." Where

all the \'-lords are lmol,~n, there is no challenge to new

mastery, but on the other hand, where be knows none of

them, there can only result frustration.

Children give clues concerning what they are ready

to learn, but these clues must not fallon deaf ears.

If the clues fall within the structure of the prescribed

curriculum, they may lead to an enriching of the curriculum

as it exists. However, at times, the leads may be far

off from the claBs units yet excellent stimuli to most

areas of study. If the teacher is alert to these clues,

and flexible enough to hear what children are saying and

thinking, and see what they are doing, then he y7ill know

which direction to take, where to go from there. This

will only be if "he is himself unafraid to learn,

unafraid to venture into the unknown." 2 It is only by

a study of the unknown motivated by the desire to know,

that he or his students will ever become "trtle scholars."

HO\A/ to Teach VocabulaE.I

No teaching can be accomplished without the use

of vlords. They are U uSeftll versatile tools, n used to

label objects, clarify ideas, indicate quantity, size,

lCritchlow, "Eight Steps" p. 33.

2norothy H. Cohn, "Finding and Using Children's
Clues to CJ-arify f1eaninp;s," Childhood Educatio£ XLV,
(October, 1968) pp. 61-64. -------
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and sequence comparison. It is up to the school to teach

the concepts providing proper, accurate symbols, or words

for the concept, at the proper time. The good teacher

"Jill provide much experience wi th ideas and de"'relop

U language by v!hich the ideas can be passed from one
, 1

person to another, compared and evaluated."

Out 0 f this :known experi ence, \,Jords, vlhich are

the invention of man to communicate these experiences,

will be born. Many times words, not filling the role

for which they were intended, become barriers. They are

intended to be a conveyance of ideas; facts, opinions,

sales talks, directions, or feelings.: Obviously, then,

it is most important ttthat children understand what

words are, how people react to them, what they do to our

thinking, our feelings and our actions. 1I2 Continually

the teache~ will point up that words do make a difference

in what one understands and feels, how he lives and

behaves.

It is also important that individuals realize that

spoaking vTords must preceed reading them. When readiness

programs e.mphasize "symbol reco3ni tion to the exclusion

of meaningful lang~age, a child's entire intellectual

growth--and most specifically, hi$ reading growth--is

1Agnes Zeeman, "viords and. Teaching," Elementar"
~ngli~h XXXIX, (May, 1962) p. 485. ------~ .

2Leland Jacobs, "Teaching Children More about
\AJords and Their "Jays," Elementary English. XLI, (January,
1964) PP.30-34 , 94. --- .-
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actually stunted. Il1

According to nearly a half-million tests given to
individuals from v!idely "raried vlalks of life,
knowledge of the exact meaning of many words
correlates with success more often than any other
measurable factor. This successful performance
rnatching 'llid.e ,'oca.bulary bo]_ds true not just in
business and the professions, among scientists
anrl co]_le€~e sttldents, but in every type of \~orl(

from the highest to the lowest. Furthermore, the
higher the ranks of the worker, tb.e wider is his
knowledge of \Ilords--a d~finj4te and surprisingly
consistant progression. ,

Pu,rr)ose of This p~~

Since this is the case, it would seem logical

that every classroom teacher Bhould be vitally interested

in vocabulary development and provide a firm base on

which the child may build his vocabulary. How to foster

interest in words becomes the challenge of every teacher.

For the child who is a broad reader, there is little

need to motivate vocabulary growth, but \Arhat of the

reluctant reader? How can anyone, no matter how skillful,

present this reading task, so loaded with vocabulary he

cannot fathom, actually make him want to read?

It is, therefore, the purpose of this paper to

examine those compong,nts necessary to vocabulary d.evelop

ment, namely: the teacher, the child, and the instructional

techniques, and propose activities which may enhance word

-,------
1Rama Gans, "They Must Talk Before They Read,"

CrrQ.de. TeacheE., (December, 1966) p. 102.

2Mary Louise Lake, "First Aid for Vocabularies,"
Ele!!l~aryE!lglj_shXLIV, CrT o",TAmber, 1967) p. 783.
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recognition and increase facility in affixing meaning

to words. These abilities will make the program more

profitable and. more enjoyable for every child.

"Interest in words can be taught independently

of fOl--mal reading and in the process, the J.anguage arts

program can be greatly enriched and stimulated."l What

child is there who will not respond to games and puzzles?

In these chapters, this autbor will endeavor to present

some of the numerous activities which may bring about

a painless increase in vocabulary.

The creative instructor will try every method to

make children interested in ~]ords, "because a fascination

lid th \'lords can become a lifelong habi t. 1l2

lIbid.

2Ibid • p. 784.



CHAPTER II

REVIEvJ OF LITERATURE

Not all children need the same amount of training.

but distinguishing different need.s creates a problem.

"'I] e glibly say, •Start \'l"b.ere th e child is, t but in order

to stant where he is, we need to knO\11 where he is. ,,1

Every moment of every school day is a continuing

opportunity for the teacher to acquire information about

individual students which can immediately be turned into

helpful information for teaching them. Strang related

an incident in which an elementary school principal had

told the first graders to use the walk instead of going

across the grass. Two youngsters meeting him at the noon

hour said, "IvJr. R, you didn't think vIe were walking

across the grass, did. yOll?" After assuring the children

that he hadn't b~en accusing them, the little girl turned

to h.er little boy friend and commented, It There, Percy,

you see', 't.ve are exonerated." This was a definite c lu·e

to an extraordinary vocabulary for a first grader. 2

·For those who are not so fortunate as to manifest

l:Ruth Strang, "Levels of Readinp; Diagnosis, tI The
Educational Forum XXXIII, (January, 1969) p. -187.

2IP.i£.
8
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this degree of verbal abili'ty, much. can be learned of

their needs through formal and informal testing and

through observation. l

Tests are available which aid the teacher in

analyzing and o.iagnosing all aspects of vocabul~ry

development. The Phon.ics I{novlled~e Sur~£~ It is desj.gned

to help teachers identify, in very specific ways, what

students know about phonics .,,2 This survey C8.n be

administered to individual children in abOl.lt ten minutes.

The \.~ride Range Achievpment Test can also be given to

individuals in a brief time. This test indicates the

level of ability in word recognition. The Stanford

Diagnostic Re§..£ing Tes! Level I is a grOtlp test for

grades 2.5-4.5 which "yields separate scores in reading

comprehension, vocabulary and several word recognition

skills. " A typical battery fo~ intensive individtlal

testing is the DllE,rel1 Analysi s of Readin~~ Diffj.culty.

44,mong other scores of reading abili ty, It scores are

provided for rapid word recognition, and word analysis.,,3

The alert teacher will notice which vocabulary

skills have been developed and whi.ch need most attention.

She vii 1.1 observe the student' s ability 11 to use context

lIbid. p. 188.

2nolores Durkin and Leonard Meshover, PhonicR
Kn~ledg~~£yey, (New York: Teachers College,-Columbia
University, 1964".)

3Anxle Anastasi, Psycboloi2;ical Te~tinp;;, (New York:
The Macmillan Co., 1968) pp.B 4C4_8.
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clues; to use phonetic and structural analysis; to use the

glossary and the dictionary; to 11se wide reading, to

develop and extend word meaning. 1I1

Word recognition as well as perception can be

derj.ved from rnany skills, "by letter sounds, (phonetic

analysis) by familiar clusters of letters, (structural

anal;ysis)1I 2 and from seeing "'Jords printed in books,

magazines, and newspapers.

If the instructor. observes that a child is look-

ing at the first letter and then guessing the rest of the

\vord, then, for that child, this i 8 the "teachable moment"

to help him use several ~ord-attack skills systematically.

HInstrtlction is inter\A1oven vJith observation, testing with

teaching, diagnosis with remediation. 1I3

Points to oe Consj_dered

in VQcabulary Develop~

If the teacher is to help the young child in

vocabulary mastery, certain points should be considered:

(1) The vocabulary of the young child j4S acquired through

experienceinvolving tC1.e five senses. Hi.. s speakj_ng-mean

ing vocabulary is a result of what he sees, feels, hears,

smells, and tastes. (2) the speaking vocabulary of the

__ lr-r.Agnella Gunn, "What Does Research in Reading
l~eveal abollt Reading and the Teacher of English?t' Eng~'

Journal LVIII, (March, 1969) PP. 368-385.
2Strang, "Levels of R.ead.ing, n p. 190.

3Ibi£. p. 191.
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small child is acquired mainly through imitation of what

he hears at home and reflects the manner in which his

parents handled his questions and interests. (3) Because

of larger experiential backgrounds, it has been noted

that children from higher socia-economic levels have

superior language development to those from lower occupa

tional groups. (4-) f3uccess j.n the language arts programs

of reading, writing, and spelling is dependent on the

previously established good language patterns and correct

speech. (5) There is a high relationship between language

development and environment. Interaction between pupil

and teacher helps increase vocabularies. Encourage dis

cussion in the 'classroom and outside of it. l

Not only should the teacher concentrate on the

role of the child and his immediate readiness for vocab-

ulary training, though these are indeed important, but

she must look at her own personal responsibility in

bringing' about this desired goal. (1) The teacher's

speech which can be hardly heard and poorly understood,

can never bring about great increases in the children's

verbal skills. (2) Her v70rk will be effective only when

her attention is directed toward meeting the needs of

each individual child. (3) By providing the children

'IIi th "a school environment rich in experiences and

material that stimulates them to talk and share with

-------,,
J..Bonita P. I'~1arquart, 'fA Venture Becomes an Adven

ture ," ~~ntary Engli~ XLIII, (May', 1966-) p. 480.
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1each other in a social atmosphere," language development

can be hastened tremendously. (4) Independence is the pro-

duct of free speech which arises from increased self-confi-

dence. (5) Quality first hand experiences and much opportun

ity for free pleasurable discussion in a warm friendly

atmosphere is the yardstick for measuring vocabulary increase.

(6) Experiences are fruitless unless the child is given

the opportunity to communicate these experiences to

others. "Thus the teacher must see to it that children

are given actual experiences to increase this 'intake'

before vocabulary is enriched and speech made fluent.,,2

Concentrated Prog~m2

Research has examined several aspects of vocabulary

development, but it would seem that there is much more

work to be done in this area.

Curoe reported a study designed to note vocabulary

increase. After college seniors received three minutes

a day extra training in activities intended to increase

vocabulary; considerably greater gain in vocabulary

development was noted for the experimental groups than

for the controls. 3

lIbid.

2Ibid • p. LtSo-Sl.

3phillip R. V. Curoe, and vJilliam G. ltJixted , ".A
Continuing Experiment in Enriching the Active Vocabularies
of College Seniors," School and Societ~ LII, (October 19,
194()) pp. 372-78. --------
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Miles conducted an experiment with high school

students very similar to the one just cited, concentrat

ing vocabulary study for ten minutes a d~y with noticeable

vocabulary increase. l

Gray and Holmes explored the question whether

teaching vocabulary at the beginning of instruction is

more or less effective than teaching words as they pose

a problem within the instructional period. In their

experiment, the incidental learning proved less beneficial. 2

Bradly, Cahill, and Tate attempted to learn whether

words used orally while clarifying meanings through the

use of the dictionary would aid to vocabulary developmen~.

They discovered that reliance on the use of the dictionary

alone was not beneficial because children tend to select

the first meaning of the word.'

In 1961 Eicholz and B~rbe experimented with

teaching words in context. Words were selected and put

in a programmed type of format. The conclusion reached

at the end of eight weeks was that if words are repeated

in context, -this is an aid to learning word meanings.
------

lr. W. Miles, "An Experiment in Vocabulary Build
ing j.n the High School," School cmd Societ1 LXI, (April 28,
1945) pp. 285~86. . -

2v.[. S. Gray and Rleanor Holmes, Tbe Deve lopment
of l'1e~iLV022.btlJ_,!3.ries in_Read.in~: an 1=B2[Qerimen1~i Study,
{Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1938) p. 58.

'Martha H. Bradley, Loretta O. Cahill, and H.lL.
Tate, "Acqllisition of a Readin g Vocabulary," Elemen tarJ:
~glish RevievJ XVIII, (Jantlsry, 1941) pp. 19-~r;-~
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Though the experiment was conducted at the college level,

it is applicable to the elementary school. l

Criscuolo pointed out that critics complain about

the limitations of the basal reader because of its con-

trolled vocabulary, claiming that this is an insult to

the intelligence of the child. However, he contends,

supported by research findings, that if the vocabulary

is to be retained, tben controls are necessary in the

initial stages of learning to read. He cites research

as stating that if there is to be retention there must

be repetition. "Once the cbild increases his stock of

sight words, the need for rigid control ~f vocabulary

decreases.,,2

O'Leary compared the direct teaching method to a

'Alide reading method wi th eighth graders. Thotlgh both

groups made significant gains, the direct teaching pro

duced slightly greater gains. 3

It would seem that research in vocabulary develop-

ment offers many possibilities. Much research has been done,

however, in comparative studies of vocabularies used in

lG. Eicholz And R. Barbe, "An Experiment i.n
Vocabulary Deve lopment, If ]~ducation.al Research Belletin XL,
(January, 1961) pp. 1-7, ~

2Nicholas Criscuolo, "Exploring the Value of
Basal Readers," peabOd~8Journal of Education XLII,
(September, 1964;-PP:- -997

3Sister James 1'1arie O'Leary, a.s.u., "An Experi
mental Study of the Effectiveness of Two Methods of
Improving Vocabulary of Average 8nd Above Average 'Eighth
Grade Pupils in the Classroom Reading Program," (Unpublished
Master's Dissertation, Cardinal Stritch College, 1967) p. 37.
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various textbooks at the elementary level,l between

readers,2 and vocabulary in readers contrasted with

3vocabulary in vocabulary tests. Studies appear in an

effort to determine the most effective means of develop-

ing vocabulary: teaching through direct means or through

context clues,4 with tapes or independent work to

reinforce vocabulary learning,5 and. Emans' study using

several methods of applying context clues with and with

out other word attack skills to aid these clues.6

These research studies do not point to a single

best approach to teaching vocabulary, but "rather indicate

a variety of techniques are useful."? Therefore, directed

lRussell G. Stauffer, "A Vocabulary Study Compar
inp; Reading, Ari thmeti c, l-Ieal th and Science Texts," The
R~adjng Teach.~:c: XX, (November, 1966) pp. 141-47.

2Arthur V. Olson, "Vocabulary Problems InhArent
in Basal Readers," }~ducati on LXXXVI, (February, 1966)
PP. 350-51.

31-1arion Potts,"A Comparison of Vocabulary Intro
duced in Several First Grade Readers to that of Two
Primary Reading Tests, If Journal of :Educati onalResearch
L~CI, (]' ebruary, 1968) p. -28?: --

4Sister Ellyn Dowd, C.S.J., "An Experimental
Study of the Effectiveness of Teaching Vocabulary Through
Direct Means and Context Clues," (Unpublished l\1aster's
Dissertation, Cardinal StritchCollege, 1967) p. 52.

5Sister Rebe,:ca Rite, D.C., "An ExperimAntal
Study of the Value of Tape Recordings in Reinforcing Basic
Readin~ Vocabulary for Primary Grade Children of Inhibited
Learning l1.bility," (Unptlblished flllaster's Dj~ssertation,

Cardinal Stritch College, 1965) p. 148.
r

°Samue 1 ~j e·~in.t:ral,b, rt ;rhe Developn1ent of Meaning
Vocabulary in Reading,U The R£~dtng TeA.cher XXII,
(November, 1968) pp~ 171-75.

,T • ?H. C. Hardwick, Wo~q~~are Important, (Maplewood,
N.J •. C.o. Hammond and Co., 19...>9; p. 3•.
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Vocabulary instruction will be most beneficial to compre

hension when numerous useful techniques are utilized.

R.ealizj.ng that an expanding "locabulary is a sign

of increasing intelligence, the teacher will try to

cultivate in her charges a sound Imo,vledge of wo rds and

their correct usage. Being better equipped with an

extensive vocabulary, the child will not have to rely

on the repetition of a limited number of words, but will

familiarize himself wjth new words and have the satisfac-

tion of usin~ them to convey his ideaA and to receive with

~reater facility the ideas of others. I~ is desirable

that every individ,ual will be stj.mulated to increase

his vocabulary and to make it a practice to learn the

meaning of each new word he hears or reads.

Much of the· controversy concerning reading instruction
in the past has been because thG various practices
advocated have merit in some instances, but not
in othprs. This is not to say that anything goes.
Conversely, what may be a good nractjce in one
case may be a bad practice in another. The task
is to be analytical so as to determine when the
various approaches should be1Put into effect and
when they should be avoided.

Some of the methods which will be suggested in

the later chapter of this paper may be familiar while others

may seem elabora te and ti me-consuming. HOvJe,"eIl, If trying

to get words introduced too qUickly and too casually is

one of the common reasons why children receive a very

lRobert Emans, "Phonics: A Look Ahead,tr Elem~ntarl
I:~nFJJ-RhXLVI, (May, 1969)'p. 580.
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· d t· · TTland lna equa e ~mpresslon. Under this plan new

words tend to continue to remain in that category, and

what is presented by the teacher fails to be understood

by the chj.lrlren.

It is only when teachers become curious about

their own lan~uaoe that their classrooms will be electri-c '-,

fied by the zeal created by their own efforts of discovery.

Ho\tJever, teachers must culti.vate the restraint not to

n impose the fruits of th~ d.iscoveries in dull little

lists or artificial sentences upon children whose being

cries to express itself.,,2 Rather, it is the function

of the j.nstructor to set the stage that the excitement

of discovery can be theirs ~nd their learning reinforced

-because of the intensity of their attention at the moment

of insight.

Whatever approach teachers use to develop vQcab-

ulary, it is necessary to proceed with enthusiasm, "for

enthusiasm is extremely contagious. 1l3

Varying degrees of vocabulary development are

evident in cb.ildrerl and tests are available to determine

lHelen F. O'JJeary, "Vocabulary Presentation and
Enrichment," Elementary JBng;lish XLI, (October, 1964) p. 613.

2Constance M. NcCullough, "Linguistics, Psychology,
and the Teachinp; of Reading, If Elementary En~lish XLIV,
(April, r967) p. 361. -

3Marquart, "A Venture," p. 482.
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these levels of growth. The child, the teacher, and the

method should be considered in a program of vocabulary

study. Research has explored many avenues of vocabulary

development revealing that the best results employ a

variety of approaches.



CH&PTER III

ACTIVITIES TO INCREASE WORD RECOGNITION

"Interest begets interest."l As children become

interested in the activities and games 'd.irected toward

the acquisition of vocabulary, they also become interested

in persuing the study of words, thus increasing vQcabu-

laries. However, no technique is more effective than

the observable love the teacher has for words which will

surely be contagious.

Research discovered that no one word attack

method is the anSvler to every child's needs, an.d that

when word attack skills are used together they are more

effective. Tb.erefore ,all avenues of word attack will

be explored in this chapter.

Picture Clues: Discussion

Picture analysis is used to develop ability in

noting details needed for discriminating word forms. The

child is prepared for this scrutin,y during the readiness

period when he examines many pictures. He may be asked

to pick out a chair which is different from the otber

lSidnflY Tiedt and. Iris ]\1. Tiedt~ "Word Play,ll
EJ_ementary Englj_sh XLII, (Febrtlary, 1965) p. 189.

19
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chairs in the row when the only difference is the

position of the chair. This type of readiness prepares

him to distin8uish a Q from a £, big from gig, and bark

from dar}c. 1

Through the use of pictures in the early stages,

the child is conditioned to expect to find meaning in

books. Many pages in reading-readiness books suggest

activi ties 1tlhic11 promote the kind of thinking II that chil...

dren must engage in if they are to use context clues

",hile reading. ,,2

Word meanings are frequently revealed to the

children through the use of pictures. "The picttlres are

clues to the story, and the text often merely represents

the convers~tion of one of the persons identified in the

pictures.,,3 Children should be encouraged to look at

many l)ictures from various sources and tell: (1) \AJhat

is hAppening in the picture? (2) What do they think

preceded this picture? (3) What do they think will happen

next? and (4) What do they think tbe characters are

. ?
say~ng.

Picture clues, coupled 'dth sentence context are

especially valuable at the early reading levels. These

.,
. J.\'liJ liam S. Gray, On Their Own i!.LReaclinz,

(Cl1icago: Scott, Foresman &, Co., 1960JP. 19.

2lbid • p. 24.

~
~Emerald V. Dechant, Imp~ovinE~th~ Teaching of

ge~d3ng, (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall Inc.,
1%4 p. 133,.
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clues aj.d the child in the identification of printed

vlords. " ...4. picture of three horses on a page may help

the young reader identify the words three horses in a

4- ,,1
S vory.

Pictures offer the child the opportunity to

experience meanings which confirm and extend his exper-

"ience. The teacher tells the child to look at the picture

of a camel. She tells him that the camel lives in a desert

and that he can go seven days without water. Perhaps the

child didn t t know what a camel or a desert \vas and the

opportunity for vocabulary expansion has been utilized. 2

Picture Clues: Activitie~

Activities·whicp may promote the use of picture

clues include:

1. Charts can be made with three or four pic- .

tures, including two which sound the same. In one row,

eye glasses, mittens, and drinking glasses; in another

row, a writing pen, a pin, and a pig pen. Children are

asked to match the pictures. A similar activity can he

done with pictures which are hot or cold, hard or soft,

and sweet or sour. Charts can also be used to introduce

prepositions. Questions which must be answered in whole

sentences facilitate learning of in, Qn, !lllder:, oyer, etc.

-------
1Gray , On Their Ovm, p. 24.

2Dechant, Improving; ~g:eachin~, p. 133.
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These activities may be reinforced through similar

independent work. 1

2. When the children have learned a few pre-

primer verbs, they can make verb boolrs and illl.lstrate

tbem. The child may wish to draw himself in these

actions.

3. Labeling objects in the classroom and col

lecting and labeling other obj ects wj.ll increase vocabll

lary and word recognition".'

4. Have children describe objects collected

or objects in the room and other children guess what" is

being described.

Children illustrate nouns or present other

rebus ideas.

6. 1'1 word "catalog is placed on the reading

table and children are encouraged to bring pictures of

anything that: people wear, teachers use, dishes, Bilver~

ware, what we use in school, etc. These pictures are

labeled and serve to aid vocabulary learning and help

with spelling for written assignments.

7. Children are given large colored pictures

from magazines. They look for words in magazines or

newspapers to tell about things in the picture. No

words are written, only cut out and pasted in.

8. Noun books can be made illustrating the

singu"lar and plural forms.

--------,---
l!bid. p. 134.
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Configuration Clues: Discussion

"The first printed \~ords a child learns to recog--

nize are usually presented to him as wholes in context.

Words that children learn in this way are called sight

words. n1

Unquestionably, not only beginhing readers, but

also matt1.re readers ,frequently identify a \vord through

its general shape and configuration. "They see the

word as a unified symbol rather than as a collection of

re lated letters. ,,2 The individllal learns to observe the

length of tbe words, ~f they have tall letters or letters

which extend below the line. However, this general

recognition of the configuration of words must soon be

replaced by a more minute Bcrutiny of words. ttWords like

~1 and £2.1, bean. and ME£., Qut and .t.!!!2, j';l}en and than,

from and !~ may be easily confused by a child who is not

looking closely or noting the serial order of letters.,,3

Some children relyin~ too heavily on the config

uration clue often have their tricks betray them. The

configuration of E.tlI'ple is the same as peo·p11~, £.e.E is

like ~, and Qut like p~~. Therefore, other techniques

must necessarily accompany this initial word attack

skill. The child would also reach a point where he could

1Gray, O~ Their.Own. p. 17~

2Dechant, ImErovin~ the_Teachins, p. 190.

3Gray • Qn.~heir Own, p. 20.
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no longer remember the thousands of words to which he

is exposed. 1

T'he v8.1ue of th~ method lies in the initial

stages of reading, the introduction of bighly useful

vlords and in words which fail to follow common spelling

~t 2pa v erns.

Config£ration Clues: Act~yities

Procedures used by many teachers to make learn-

ing sight words enjoyable include:

1. The teacher or a child announces a word in

a sentence they are thinking of. They then point to

various words in the sentence and other children clap

only when the mystery word is pointed to.

2. Red light is played with a stack of vocab

ulary cards which have a number of cards with red borders

mixed in~ Tbe cbildmay draw cards as long as he can

. name the words or until he reaches a red light. The

other player or team continues. Cards are counted at

the end of the game.

3. Jack be Nimble is played by laying flash

cards on the floor with spaces between. The child jumps

over the cards saying the words on hi.s way. He then

jumps over the candle at the end of the cards.

IDechant, Improving th~ Teaching, pp. 191-2.
2EJIlans, n Phonics: A Lool<: Ab.ead, It p. 381.
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4. For a Train triE, each child is given two

tickets, (word cards). One word is pronounced to get

on, the o·ther to get 0 ff the train. If the child misses

the word, he cannot take the trip.

5. As a class activity or individually, make

a list of words that give the children trouble. Scatter

these '~lords on the chalkboard. Chj."ldren find words

accordinr to clues and erase them.

6. Stepping ston~~ are drawn on the chalkboard
. ')

leading up to a house. Each time a child knows a word

he moves up until he is safely inside the house.

7. Fish is a small group actj.vi ty using paired.

flashcards. Each player has five cards.and the remainder

of the cards are spread. out on a table for the fishpond.

The beginning player asks any other player for a card

J.j.ke one in his own hand. If the other player does not

have one he says "fish." The asking player draws a card

and if it mat~hes he has a pair and may play again,

other\vise, the next player takes hi sturn.

Phonetic Clues: Discussion

n:B're-quently instantaneous \-lord perception is

blocked by a word the child cannot readily identify from

a glance at the configuration and by the use of context

clues. 1l1 At such times, the child should have a system

atic method of attacking unfamiliar words at .his command~

1Gray, On Their O~~, p. 26.
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Chall asserts that greater emphasts should be

placed on sounding out words. This would make it pos

sible to introduce larger vocabularies in reading material

for the early grades. In this way, there could be an

improvement in the content of these reaa.ers. She also

contends that U early "mastery of decoding ski.lls will.

enable the child to become independent at an earlier

age and move away from a reading diet restricted to

4- tb k ,,1vex J 00 ~s.

Burmeister, collating the result~ of her own

and others' research, has listed the phonetic generaliza

tions which are "especially useful,,2 and the value of

the double vowel gene~lizations.3 Having these useful

generalizations at her fingertips migb.t prevent the

teacher from teaching valueless rules.

Though important, phonics can never be considered

the total readin~ program. It is only a small portion of

the total. Phonetic analysis is not· even the whole of

word-recognition, since "children learn to recognize

words by general patterns, by similarity to known words,

------------
. lJeanne Chall, "Beginning Reading, "lhere Do We

Go From Here?" Today's Edllcatiog LVIII, (February,
1969) p. 39.

2Lou E. Burmeister, "Usefulness of Phonetic
Generalizations," The Reading Teacher XXI, (January,
1968) PP. 349-56. -- -

3Lou E. Hurmeister, "Vo\>lel Pairs,H The Reading
Teacher XXI, (February, 1968) pp. 445-52.
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by context clues, and by peculiari.ties in the words."l

"Phonics is essentj_ally a system of gAnera1iz-

ing abollt sounds of vJords; aIld before the cbj.. ld can

generalize, hA must know a number of word samples which

illustrate the generalizations.,,2 The child must not

depend solely on sight words if he is to become self-

directive in the process of identifying new words. "The

phonics process can offer much in this regard. 1l3

Because of the inability of some children to

discrimina'te certain sounds, they are unable to umake

the sound properly and form the proper association between

the spoken element and the written element." 4 It is

therefore necessary for the teacher to determinA what

phonetic elements should be taught and the order and

method for teaching them.

A compJ.ete program \vOl11d j.ncll1de ear training to
gi ve the chi ld ski 11 in a ttendin~J.; to the audi tory
elements of words, visual training for recognition
of the visual elements that accompany vJord sounds,
ancl above all, provision for· independent lIse of th8
skills. It is not enough ~or a pupil to be able to
know the sounds of the Various elements of words or
to reco~~ze them when he hears them or sees them
in vJords.

IDavid H. Russell, Children L~rn to R~, (Boston:
Ginn & Co., 1949) p. 213.

2 Ibj..d •--
~
" Dechant , Improvinf~_.th~ Teachine, p. 237.

4 Ibid • p. 240.

•. . .. 5Donald D. Durre11, Improvement <2..~_Basic Reading
]\ oll~ tles, (Yonl(ers~on-Hud.son, N. Y-::-\vorld Book Co.,
1940) p. 198 •
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Meaningless combinations of sounds should not

be taught, but rather words which are in the child's

speaking and listening vocabularj. These should serve

1as the basis for the phonetic program.

Activities which may enhance the teaching of

this skill include:

1. "Jrite a word on the board or put it on the

magnetic board to play change i~. Directions are given

to change the initial consonant, the vowel, or the final

consonant. The child may be asked to replace the letters

with a specific element as a murmur diphthong, digraph

or blend. Each time the child decides what letters will

effect the change requested and then pronounces the word

and uses it in a sentence.

2. Have four children hold letters which spell

a long vowel word. Tbe child holding the first vowel

stands erect and calls his letter name. The child holding

the silent vowel pretends to be ~sleep. Sound the word

and use 'it in a sentence.

3. The teacher or child asks who can tell a

\fIord that has (any phonetic element). A variation

of this activity is stump the Leader. One child is the
-~--------

leader and children challenge him to tell different

,~ords 'with specific eleme?ts, or to spell them and use
---,------

1Ibid • p. 199.
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them in sentences. If the leader can do what he is told

to do, he remains the leader. If not, the child who

asked does it and becomes the new leader.

4. Have children spell words to make sure they

are hearing each sound correctly.l

5. Cut large·lower-case letters from tagboard

and paste pictures that begin with that letter. Label

the pictures.

6~ Consonant or vowel houses can be made from

different colored paper. The inRide of the house has

pages like a book on which labeled pict1lres are pasted

which begin with the consonant or contain the vowel.

7. A cardboard magnetized bun is placed on tbe

board with a vowel letter placed ~etween. The teacher

asks wh~t kind of filling is in the sandwich. The child

responds with the name of the vowel and its sound. A

\Alord is given \vnich\aJOUld fit the sand\\7ich form, 8pell~d,

and used in a sentence. 2

8. Through the use of the overhead projector,

words which are phonetically regular can be flashed on

the chalkboard, or words may be written on the board.

Children assign diacritical markj.. ngs, pronounce, and

use the words in sentences.

lDinah Crotter, "Rule 2: Use a Sandwich Filler,"
!£day's Catholic ~eache£, (October 10, 1969) pp. 31. 41.

2I£!.Q.
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Structural Clues: Discussion

The value of structural analysis seems to be

much debated.

Freen contends that prefixes, suffixes, and

Latin and Greek root derivatives ShOllld be considered

syllables with meanings. "The development of vocabulary

may be aided by a working mowledge of th.e elements.

These elements have meaning by themselves, and when com-

bined with one or more elements or words, do formulate a

new word. ,;1. It is in Hffixing meaning to the elements

and viewing them in relation to one another that we de-

ri ve meaning.

Deighton, hOvlever, holds th.at "most '.aJords are

more than the sum of their parts. Prefix added to root

added to suffix does not often give the correct meanings

of the words. ,,2 Such e.n operati on gives only Ii teral

meanings of words which mayor may not be identical with

correct meanings. The most dangerous problem with using

this type of word analysis is that it giv·es only one

meanin.g for the word and. i t has been noted that many

words have multiple meanings.

However, Deighton does point out 26 prefixes

lJ.J. C. Breen, "Vocabulary Development by Teaching
Prefixes, Suffixes, and Word Derivatives, n The I{ea.din f.5
Teacher XIV, (October, 1960) PP. 93-7.

2Lee C. Deighton, Vocabul~D~velo£~tin thQ
Classroom, (New York: Teachers College, Columbia University,
1959) p. 22.
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which are used consistently enough for the reader to

l\:novJ. Each of these has but It one fixed invariant

mean ing." 1

He also lists a number of short words used as

prefj.xes or suffixes in self-explanatory compound words.

These can be used with great care as guides to the mean

ings of unfamiliar words. 2

Two useful prefixes taught at the primary level

are en. and l!1!. "Since these two prefixes are used with

so many English words, it is worth wbile taking time to

sort out and ilJ.tlstrate their, varj.ant meanings. n HO\\Tever,

the pupil must be made aware that when he meets a new

\Alord Contain.ing ei ther of these prer'ixes he mllst "try

one meaning t'9ntatively until th'e context determines

whether i t if> the ri ght one." 3

Deighton has also noted 86 suffixes which indicate

\Ali th certainty ~d wi thout variatj. on th.e part of speech

of the word to which they are attached. Most of these

'provide addi tional cllles to word meanins. Base words may

also be beneficial in attacking other words. Once the

meaning of the base word is established, thA meanings of

some variations may be clear. This method is not intended

to do away wi tho the use of the dictionary. liOn the con-

trary, it VJill vlork well only if the dictionary is- used

lIbid. p. 25.

2IE.id. p. 26.

3Ibid • p. 28.
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freely.u.i.

Schell s\lgf~ests th.at perhaps t1?e 'prefixes and

suffixes ha~le more v8.1ue as a phonetic tool for llnlocking

the sound of words which will then be recognized as a

word from the listening or speaking vocabulary. In

this way the individual can give meaning to the word

ra.tber than study their inconsistant meanings. He sug

gests that "this approach begins with the affixed form

and goes to the b~se form, a realistic reading procedure.

It also treats syllabication as an integral part of

phonics which is its correct role. 1l2

Dechant lists kno'Vl1edge of structural analysis

in the primary grades to include knowledge of: (1) the

common word ending ~, (2) two-syllable words--beginning

with words ending in ing, (3) doubling the consonant

before addi.ng an ending beginning ""i th a vowel, (4) com

pound words, (5) simple prefixes and suffixes, (6) apos

trophe ~, (7) past tense with ed, (8) plural with es,

and (9) simple syllabication. 3

The value of making a sharp distinction between

phonetic analysis and structur9.1 analysis in the word.

recognition p!:'ogram of these grades may be questioned. 1I4

, .

-Jbi.£.

2Leo fvl. Schell~ "Teaching Structural Analysis,"
The ReB<linfLT~acher XXXI, (I.JovAmber, 1967) p. 136.

3Dechant, Imnroving the Teachjng, p. 251.
4·
'Russell, Cbildren I:e~to Read., p. 216.
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The~u8efulness of clues for recognizing words vary from

word to word. Most teachers, however, do use both

phonetic and structural analysis.

Structural Clues: Activities

Exerci.ses which rnay aid knowledge of structural

analyeis include:

1. Children bUi~d words from roots. The root-

~vord lifh!, might suggest: deligqt, lighthouse, headlight,

1ight81, etc. 1 These words would then be used in sentences.

2. 'Cards can be m~de which have the affixeR

on adjoining cards. As each card is folded so it reveals

the root, the new word is exposed.

3. ~ A similar activity involves. a ,~ord wheel

which has suffixes on tbA smaller wheel with the root

words on the outer wheel. 2 Words for the exercise are

su ggested.

4. All forms of several words are written on

small cards, for example, dress, dresses, dressed, and--- -
dressing. These cards~re dAalt to the children each

child rAceiving four cards. The remainder of the deck

forms a pile to dravl from. The first cbild asks another

child for any of the three words of a set which he does

not have in hi~ band. His turn continues as long as he

is getting cards from the other, players. If they do not

1Tiedt, "Word Play" p. 190.

2Durre1l, ImRr~y~ment of Basic R~d.ing p. 221.



ha\Te \~ha t he ~lants, he dra\vs a ~ard and di seards a card.

The first child to complete his set, or the child having

the most sets wins. 1

5. Finding small words in larger ones gives

u the child practj_ce in using the part of a vlord which he

1 t h 1 """ · th 1 t ' 07 0 rd • 2 mh ·~nows o. e p L~lm pronounce .. 8 camp e e p 1 18

activity must be approached with much caution, for though

~'7eather ha.s seven ap'parent "'Jord.s in it to help:, ~, eat,

her, ~1, hA, !he, and e~!h, not one of these helps in

the pronunciation.

6. Place words on the board and let the children

see how many suffixes they can add to each. 3

Q.£n~ext Clues: Discussion

It must always be kept in mind that words by them
selves have no meaning. They have no meaning until
they are used, until they are placed in a context.
Tll.e question, then, as to \~lhaij a word means out of
cbnt~xt aan not be answe~ed, for there is no such
meanlng.

If context clues are used in conjunction with

phonetic ~~d stl"'uctu.ral analysis, th.Ay "provide one of

the best means for achieving the recognition of a word. n

The value of context clues also lies in their function

as a check on other ~lord analys:i.s skills, seeing if they

lIbid.. p. 215.

2Ibid • p. 216.

3Ibi9...:,

4Deighton, ~bu1a~~DeveloRment,p. 24.
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1make sense in context. ItThe use of context has the grea,t

advantage of reliance upon meaning. When combined with

some word-analysis activities it does much to ensure
2recognition of unknown or partly lrnown ,~ords. 11

The slower children are, the more difficult they

find, 1Jvorking vvi th words in isolatiorl. For these ct1ildren,

words must be related, to a totally Hleaning.ful experience.

n-\Tocabulary thtlS appears to be learned best by young

children in a context of emotional and intellectual

·meaning. 1I3

l1'1\b,e obvious purpose for being interested in con-

textual aids in reading is 'to determine the meaning of

a ",'ord \vhose sense, for one reason or another presents

4a problem"

McCullough enumerates seven kinds of context

clues and stresses that all of these must be adequately

ernpb.asized in the read.ing 'program i1~ children are to

learn to use varied appr~aches to reading. She lists

these clues as: (1) Definition, by \'1hich the unkno'vn

"~Jord i.s de.fined sornev/here in the passage; (2) and ~xperienc~,

lRobert Emans and Glady!=! fJIary Fisher, "Teaching
the Use of Context Clues, 1t Elementary IBrlglisg XLIV, (March,
1967) p. 243.

2Russell, Qhildren 1~arn to Read, p. 209.

3Dorothy H. Cohen, "The T'~ffect of Literature on
Vocabulary and Readinp; Achie'Tement, It Eleraentary English XLV,
(Febrllary, 1968) p.' 213. -

4Constance H. r'1cCullough, "Context Aids in Reading,"
TIle I~eadiD.f..T.§.gcb~r: XI, (I'1arch, 1958) p. 225.
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where the unknown is predictable from what the child

}<nows of sucb situations through book or life experience.

(3) Com£arison or contrast, likens or contrasts the new

VIora wi th something knO\ATn. (4) Using synonyms, the struc-

ture of the sentence is such that where one would expect

th.e synonym to be repeated, the author ·gives tbe un1mown

vJord. (5) Famili~~exp~ion requires an experience

v·,i.th common languap;e patterns; expressj.ons beard. everyday

::lnd easily anticipAted before they are completed. (6) Sum

mary is the clue by which the unknown word summarizes the--
S8',eral ideas th.at preceded it. (7) Ref..lection of a

mood or si ttla ti on invo11Tes the context providing a si tua-

tion or establishing a mooo. or tone, and the tlnknovln vlord:

reflecting thai:; kind of situation or mood. l

The child who has a good reading understanding

vocabulary is likely to easily comprehend what he reads.

tfA vocabulary broad in both depth and breadth of meaning,

is ·therefore, essential to the comprehension of wbat is

d n2rea •

"No language can be understood as a glossary, In

primary basic terms, reading is a language-related process.

In seeking meaning, the successful reader does not often

read words as units.,,3 Rather he reads \Vords ordered by

lConstance t1. IvIcCullough, "Recognition of Context
Clues in Reading, fI Elementary TDngJ.ish Revievl XXII,
(January, 1945) pp.-2-3. -----------

~·2 .
~·le.J.ntraub, "The Develo-pment" p. 171.

3Car1 A. Lefe"re, "The Simplistic Standard Word
perce,tion Theory in Reading," Elementary English XLV,
(March, 1968) p. 349.
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the sentences in which they find meaning.

The teacher who considers only what she views as

the new hard words will miss many of the serious problems

confronting the children. Language is not a network of

islands, but rather a I1fabric whose very open spaces

are si gnificant. " 1

Through the seeking and use of context clues,

the reader is demanding meaning from what he is reading.

f1eaning and pronunciation depend on the context. Words

like tear, wind, and wound, defy pronunciation until

they are placed in meaningftll context. "Very early,

then, children learn to combine scrutiny of form and

phonetic clues with context clues and to use the latter

as a final check on their identification of new words.,,2

Gray contends that If context clues are perh.aps

the most important single aid to word perception. Regard-

les8 of whether a child identifies a printed word quickly

or stops to figure it out, he must be sure that it makes

sense in the sentencee,,3

However, Deighton points out that even these

clues have their limitations: (1) The reader may lack

tIle experiences to gi va meaning to the word e"en though

it is in context. (2) The clue to the meaning of the

word in context is valuable only if it·is the close

INcGullough, "Linguistics, Psychology," p. 358.
2. Gray, On Their Own, p. 25.

3~.
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proximity. For the primary child, this means in the

same sentence. There must be some clear-cut connection

between the unfamiliar word and the context which

., · f- . .J- 1c ..Lar~ ~es ~'.I.

Decoding of meaning is Hanly one part of the

total process. We should never magnify it to the exclu-

sian of other important parts. Neither should we neglect

_. t U 2
J- •

Context CJ.ues: ltctivi ties---
Some activities which facilitate developing an

awareness of context cl~es are:

1. Use open phrases to develop descriptive

ability. "a __ rose" suggests many adjectives.

2. Pl9.Y t1 I ~ee u ~li th the color words. The

leader:;says til see Mary's coat i.s

the color word.

•--- A child finds

3. Prepare sentences llsing trouble words. One

child thinks of R word and other children try to guess

whi ch \fJord it is, pointing to the \vord they gue"ss.

4. Vocabulary words are posted. on the board.

One child makes up a sentence omitting one of the words

listed. Other children make intelligent guesses which

word belongs in the sentence.

5. Analyze sentences in which the same word

IDeighton, Vocabul2£~DeveloQment,p. 4-5.

2MCCullough, "Linguistics, Psychology," p. 361.
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has different meanings.

6. Read books to the chi.ldren which arouse

questions and provoke discussions, but easy enough that

\'lord meanings ma~r be known from context. 1

Flexibilitl

It is not rate, but comprehension which is the

llltimate end. of readi·ng. tiThe good reader is a flexible

reader. Just as cars have in them the power to go slowly

or to go rapidly as the occasion demands, so also the

good re~der can slow down or speed up as the nature of the'

2material and his needs change.

Reading for study often needs to be done slowly
to insure careful att8ntion to details and relation
ships and to note associations in thinking, planning,
and comparing. However, reading speed should be
controlled by the pupil's attention and not limited
by bisfatilty basic reading skills. The chilcr--
should always read as rapidly as his purpose per
mits and should lmow when to slow up his

3
reading

for greater efficiency and satisfaction.

Fry suggests that there are 300 basic words which

constitute from 58 to 77 per cent of all primary reading

and almost 50 per cent of ad.\11 t reading which must be

recognized instantly. For this reason, he calls them
, 4

the tt instant vvords. If

lBurns, "Ivleans of Developing Vocabulary,1I p. 535.

2nechant, Improving the Teaching, p. 219.

3nurrell,' Improvement of Basic Rpadln,g, p. 157.

4Edward Fry, II Teaching a Basic Reading Vocabulary, II

EJ..eill.£illte~rY ID!lSli13.h XXXVII, (Janllary, 1960) p. 38.
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fJIEmy of the first three hundred words do not yield
to the commonly taught phonics rules. Even if the
rules could be made to work out well in all cases,
we should still not expect a student to achieve
any degree of feading fluency, i{ he has to sound
out most of the words he learns.

Methods used to teach th8se words vary with the

teacher, th~ pupil, and the situation. Whatever method

vJorl{s is a f~ood method ltJhether j.t is games, tacD.isto-

scopic activities, easy reading, or spelling lessons.

Where the words are taught, and to what size group, is

imrna.terial, btlt; tl1ey need to be tallght thoroughly and the

child needs to realize that they are important. 2

It is well to review easy words just for fun;

"but e;enerally, instrllctional garl1es should follow the

same rules as the selection of instructional reading

rJaterial, i.e. not too easy and not too bard. 1I3

Techni9u~~_to_In£~~

gate of-E~qQgniti2n

1. Easy reading is one of the best ways of

belping the chi.ld to become farniliar vii th these impor-

tant words. "Easy reading makes it easier to apply

context clues. Each reading gives the child a feeling

of success and encourages him to try to learn more. 1I4
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2. SOUle children immed.iately become d.iscOtlraged

~~/hen they see a page of print. ~ior these, tacllistoscopic

'tflork may be more frllitful. If a macbine is not available,

Sister Julitta suggests to her students that regular

. flashca~rds . be used. wi th a cover card. The card: is removed

and quickly replaced.

3. Tachistoscopic work may also be done by

cuttin~.; tvlO sli ts a '-lord.' s widtb apart and pulling a

list of \vords quickly tp.rough the slits. Calltion must

be taken to prevent memorization of the sequence. Words

should be changed often.

4. Detecti~ can be played "vi th tbree or four

children by placing word cards on a table. The word is

described and the children race to find it. With third

graderR instead of telling about the word, written

descriptions can be h~ld up by the teacher.

This can be a larger group activity by forming

teams and pORting the vlords in th~ card h.older. One

member from each team races to tell the word and then

goes to the end of the line. The next member of each

team then tries.

5. ~. Relay is played \vi th a stack of flash

cards being flashed to the front member of 2 teams who

then move to the back. Teams count the cards at the end.

6. _A rOll!!£.- tb e vI orl~ is played \'7i th all chi ldren

in their own seats. One child begj.ns the game by stand

ing at the fj.. rst desk. The cbild in the desk and the
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beginnj_ng child race to recognize a flashed "Jord.. The

child. vlho says ttle ',.lord n10ves on to the next child for

another race on words. The other child must sit in that

seat.

4. Train is a whole class activity. There are

as mAny trains as tb.ere are rows in the classroom.

Seats must be arranged so there is a~ equal number in

each row. One team stands behind each row. Children

tell the word flashed and move to the seat in the back

of thA row. That child becomes the engineer. After

each team has had one turn to recognize a word, the

teams get a second turn. If the second child is correct,

the first child moves up one seat and the second child

takes the back seat. The first team to be sitting in

a rO~l vJins.

Gainin~ Facj;.:I;.i ty w:i.th VJords

Tb.e high correlation that is nearly always fOllno.
bet~Jeen meaningful vocabll1ary and. reading compre
bension indicates that vocabulary development must
be one of our most important areas of concern.
Children understand the meaning of a word only when
they have had enough eXTJerience OU.t of ~1\7hich to
develop an appropriate concept for the word. In
the past few years we have become much more vividly
aware of the limitations in background of experience,
in concept cle·velopmen.t, and in meanin€~flll vocabulary
~hat handi1ap thousands of children in their\progress
:tn school.

Since th.8 meaning of 'lJords depends on the expet'-

lAlbert J. Harris, "Key Factors in a Successful
Reading Program,tt lliment~!:L.EnglishXLVI, (January,
1969) p. 71.
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ience 'of ·the individual, only infrequently would any two

persons affix the same shades of meaning to a given

v-lord. Thi s arises from the fact that tt few persons, j_f

any, will have had identical experience to give the

t '· .. ... n 1word ne same meanln~.

To stimulate vocabulary growth, a number of different
kinds of effort are necessary. One of these is to
l)rovide real experiences in '~lr1ich new words and thei'r
mBanings are absorbed easily and qUickly. When real
experiences can not be ~')rou~b.t into the classroom
or the pupils can not be talcen out of the classroom
to the experience, sUbstitu~e or vicarious experiences
can frequently be provided.

Another way to aid voca.bule.ry gro'~th is the

effecient u.se of the dictionary. Dictionarj.es are better

than eVAr before nnd they begin as early as first grade.

12 Guicied I)ractice in the correct tlSe of dicti nnaries

should be built into our comprehensive reading program. 1I3

Another approach to helping the children gain

fRcility with words is by helping to develop an interest

in words.

Techniquef.. to Il1creas~

Activities which may cultivate this interest

include:

1. Children pArform activities according to

lEdvvard "'Jilliem Dolch, ReagJng and.Ji.QFQ. Meaning,
(Boston: Ginn & Co., 1927) p. 12.

2Harris, "Key Factors, II p. 71.

31bid •



~Jlritten clirectiorls. Cards rria:5' include words like: Elill,

stop, etc.---
2. Gift-wrap a box and post the word come in

front of it. Through discussion, interest is stimulated

in the box. The first child who can read the word gets

to do what it says. The word 2pen is on top of the box.

If the child doesn't know this word, another child may

do what it says. Inside the box is a surprise with the

vlord~. The child looks at the sllrprise, bllt keeps

it a secret. The game continues until the class has

a clear concept of the three action words.

3. Make a cardboard rnanikin v\1i th limbs a ttacbed

VJi th s11anks. The teacrl.er posts action words and tells

a story. The manikin is made to perform the actions

and the children find and read the words.

4. Make lists of synonyms. Even primary chil-

dren can think of many words which mean "said" or "pretty".

5. Chtldren form two teams. One team stands

in front of the room and are called quiz kio.s. The

other grollp si tR in sea-ts. The <J.rtiz kids are as1ced to

use specific ~ords in sentences. If they are not able,

one of the children in the seat does it. .The quiz kid

'vJho missed sits do~]n and the child ~lho ans'~ered stands

beside his seat. Later the teams are reversed. 1

6. A word .file j_s mr:ide in a shoe box. Each

lSister H. Sylvester, G.S.F. "Games Aid Learning,"
Ca!901ic School Jo~! LXV, (April, 1965) p. 66.
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card contains a word, "its pronunciation, a simple defin

ition, and a sentence. l

word is thought of and described to be guessed by the

other rnembers of th e grOtlp. "It 'b.as three syllables.

It begins with a capital I~ It is the name of the first

pec,ple to live j~n this country. tt The one who correctly

2guesses the word thinks of the next one.

8. Scrambled words can be luat.ched for smaller

children or untangled by older ones.

9. Tell stories or use film strips which typify

the meaning of abstract words. Children tend to remember

i~he £~rage of John Glenn, b.o\v contrary Lucinda, th8

donlrey "'las, h.O~J disbonest the swindlers were in urrhe

lGmperor 1S New Clothes. 113 "Discussion must accompany see-

· ·f·· .&.. b ff t· ,,4~ng 1- see1ng 18 ~O e e ec lve.

10. Puppets can he used effectively to discuss

words with the children helping them to analyze the

words and understanding meanings. Variety can be sup

plied by use of stick figures or flannelboard characters. 5

11. Children form two teams. The team at bat for

basefall decodes a word and uses it in a sentence. The

lTiedt, "'.tJ ord Play," p. 189.

2Ibid •

30 1Leary, "Vocabulary Presentation," p. 613.

4Burns, "I'leans of Developing," p. 534.

50 'Leary, "Vocabul9.ry Presentatjon," p. 613.
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batter moves to first base in another corner of the room.

Children move around the room to make runs. Words

missed cause outs and three outs, teams change.

12. Pantomime words and lAt other children

guess and frame words.

13. Each child is given a set of several words.

The teacher asks who has a word that means

word is placed in the card holder.

• The

14. An. j.nterest in synonyms can be de'Teloped

14hile playing ftpass':Jordtf.

15. Hin ky-pinkJT , a game o.f rhyming pairs ~Ti11

send· third graders rllnning to the dicti onary looking for

synonyms. The Cltle is given, "an unusl..lal J;'abbit," ~

hare or "sound slumber," deep sleep.l

16. Clarify idiomR, Ult rained pitchforks" and

ft)She dropped her eyes," may be clear to the ad.ult, but

2not to the child.

17. Much of the school day can be an opportun-

ity for providing experiences which broaden vocabulary,

the sharing period, daily news period, committee work,

1::' t· d d· · t· 3.rree converse lon, an .~scu.sSl.on ,lme.

18. Put A new word on thA bulletin board with

questions: nVJhat d.oes it mean?U tlHO\N is it pronounced?"

u 1101"1 would you use it in a sentence?" Encortrage child.ren

---------
lLake, "J?irst A id, 11 p. 784.

2Graff, ft Plenty of 'viords, up. 11.

3Burns, "r-ieans of Developing, II p. 534.
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to use the vvord tvJO or three times during the scbool

day.l

19. Sttldy ways words are used in various parts

of the country. An object used for carrying groceries

way be called a ba~, ~ac~, or a poke, depending on the
. 2regl.on.

20. Make up a story usin~ all the vocabulary words.

21. Cbilclren make puzzles Twi th vocabulary words

and give the definitions. Puzzles are exchanged and

other children in the class try to solve them.

22. Describe experiences. Feel a fluffy toy

and elicit 1.vords to describe tb.8 feeling. Listen to

SOllnds and descri.be YJhat is heard. This can be done

with all the senses.

23. Select words from a u.ni t \"1hicb may pose

comprehension problems and give a pre-test of the words.

1dord.s U10st frequ.ently missed. could be taken two daily

for extra vocabulary practice. 3

Summar'v
'"

In this chapter, views on word attack skills

were discussed, citing advantages and limitations of

these approaches. Activities were proposed for the

teaching of picture clues, configuration clues, phonetic

lIbid. p. 536.
2Ib · ~..2.£.

3Criscuolo, "Exploring the Value," p. 99.
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and structural analysis, context clues, and increasing

rate of recognition.

The principle was developed tb.at "words are only

tools, and are useless unless they are attached to valid

concepts. lIl

lZeeman, 1I~'Jords and TeRcbj.ng," p. 485.
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